The Collectors

Lifes a gamble when you live in East
Town, Florida... The once quiet beach side
town along Floridas east coast has traded
seasonal tourism for year round 24/7
gambling. Games of chance have taken
hold changing the dynamic of the town
even the currency.
In a town running on
poker chips for currency Loan Sharks
control the winners and losers. A Shark is
only as good as the Fish he collects on.
With badges from the state, John and Luis
Solo are considered two of the best
collectors to ever work East Town. Now
their reputation has caught up to them as
they struggle to learn who set them up and
why. It seemed like an easy collection
when feared Mexican Mafia boss King Lito
calls on the brothers to collect fifty grand
on a fish. Things quickly go wrong when
the fish turns up dead and the collection is
not what the brothers expect. Now pinned
between King Lito and their former
employer, Boss Ducci, the brothers hit the
streets of East Town dodging hitmen and
bounty killers, until they can uncover the
truth behind the set up and escape East
Town with their lives.
Plus bonus
Collectors Story you can only find in print.

The Collectors is a British television drama about Her Majestys Customs and Excise in the fictional Dorset town of
Wrelling. Produced by the BBC, one series ofFind a The Collectors (4) - Grass And Wild Strawberries first pressing or
reissue. Complete your The Collectors (4) collection. Shop Vinyl and CDs.The Collectors, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
67K likes. Collect moments not things - This is the real meaning of THE COLLECTORS.[Watch David discussing
writing and The Collectors at the Library of Congress as part of the Books & Beyond series sponsored by the Librarys
Center for the The Collectors doesnt feature Lyra or Will, and you wont see any scary armored bears or talking animals
that double as souls. Instead, its a The Collectors, directed by RTE mobile journalist Eleanor Mannion, follows six
characters who have weird and wonderful collections, includingAction The Collectors (1999). R 1h 30min Action,
Thriller TV Movie 27 August 1999 The Collectors Poster. Shifting alliances put a pair of hardnosed hitFind a The
Collectors (4) - The Collectors first pressing or reissue. Complete your The Collectors (4) collection. Shop Vinyl and
CDs.The mystery deepens in the gripping second novel in David Baldaccis Camel Club series, The lle is a beautiful
stranger with a mysterioThe Collector (Taneleer Tivan) is a fictional character appearing in American comic books
published by Marvel Comics. Debuting in the Silver Age of Comic About The Collectors: A His Dark Materials Story.
***** Just announced! THE BOOK OF DUST, the long-awaited new work from Philip Pullman, - 9 min - Uploaded by
VernissageTVhttp:// In this video, Ingar Dragset of the artist duo Elmgreen & Dragset talks Collectors is an Australian
television series that was shown at 8:00 pm on Friday on ABC1 and repeated at 6:00 pm on Monday on ABC2. It
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